In the following sentences, label the parts of speech of each italicized word.
Use these codes: noun (N), pronoun (P), verb (V), adjective (ADJ),
adverb (ADV), preposition (PS), conjunction (C).

1. Without the map, Gary will not be able to find his way home.

2. If you have more than one computer mouse, are they referred to as mice?

3. Peanut butter and jelly sandwiches are full of nutrients.


5. Mexican food, Chinese food, and Italian food are all represented in that shopping center.

6. Which subject is better: chemistry or economics?

7. Brenda, Bobby, Branson, Barry, Brittney, and Billie are blood related.

8. Comedy routines can sometimes turn into a big roast.


10. Now is the time for all good men to come to the aid of their country.